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The designer

Felicia Ferrone is a designer and educator. Born in Chicago, she 
graduated in architecture from Miami University, Ohio, after which 
she moved to Milan. Ferrone’s expansive reach is informed by her 
early experience as an architect in Milan, where she was first  
taught to “blur boundaries.” Her work has garnered numerous awards 
and is widely published. 
 
Ferrone is also the Director of Graduate Studies and Assistant Clinical 
Professor of Industrial Design at University of Illinois at Chicago.

The company

The international namesake brand, based in Chicago, is known  
for delivering the unexpected through a seemingly simple gesture. 
Archetypes are reinvented; typologies are crossed and blended. 
European influences, minimalist aesthetics, mastery of proportion, 
and meticulously considered details are the hallmarks of fferrone. 
Often lighthearted and whimsical, the furniture and objects are  
timeless. Through close collaborations with master artisans, each  
piece is handcrafted allowing for innovative use of materials and  
production techniques, underlying another fundamental attribute  
to her design philosophy and approach. 

600 South Dearborn Street 
Suite 1414 
Chicago, IL 60605  USA

Warehouse & Shipping  
fferrone design Ltd. 
4953 N. Kedzie 
Chicago, IL 60625  USA

t. +1.310.804.5485 
info@fferronedesign.com 
www.fferronedesign.com

Orders:  
info@fferronedesign.com

Payment & Pricing Terms 
We accept payment by bank wire 
or company check.

Payment must be received in full 
before goods are shipped .

Shipping, Crating, Taxes and 
Duties not included.

Prices and policies are subject to 
change without notice.

Exchange Policy

Goods that are damaged or 
defective at the time of receipt 
can be exchanged for the 
same goods provided written 
notification is received within two 
business days from the time of 
receipt detailing the condition of 
the material.

Due to the handcrafted nature 
of the pieces, slight variations 
and imperfections may occur. 
Such attributes add to the unique 
character of each piece and will 
not be considered defects.

We reserve the right to alter, 
without notice, any of the 
products in our catalog, and to 
make aesthetic and technical 
improvements to them.

All sales are final and no refunds 
or returns

Orders cannot be canceled for 
any reason

f f e r r o n e  d e s i g n ,  l t d . 
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TA B L E TO P



Revolution Collection 

Strikingly simple in form, the 
Revolution Collection is handcrafted 
by master glassblowers, and formed  
from a pure extrusion of hand-blown 
borosilicate glass, the collection is 
comprised of 6 tabletop vessel 
designs combining typologies of 
tumbler, stemware, and bowls. 

The Revolution Collection redefines 
the landscape of the table as the 
contents seem to defy gravity, be 
it water, wine, champagne, gelato, 
or soup. 

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2001-2014 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic
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Revolution Collection

Water and Wine
Carafe
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Revolution Collection 

Rocks and Martini 
Cocktail Mixer

The Cocktail Mixer Set was the 
first collaboration between
gentner design and fferrone, 
created in honor of the 10th 
anniversary of the Revolution 
Collection winning the GOOD 
DESIGN AWARD in 2004. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone / Christopher Gentner, 2014 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic
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Revolution Collection

Champagne
Liqueur
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Revolution Collection

Small Bowl 
Large Bowl
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Rare Collection

Presenter Set

Inspired by the pleasures of fine  
whisky, The Rare Presenter, by  
gentner design, elevates the  
experience through the art of 
presentation. The suspended  
tray with a unique handle allows  
it to be carried with one hand  
and prevents spillage of the Rare  
Glasses are by fferrone. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone / Christopher Gentner, 2014 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic / Chicago
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Rare Collection

Whiskey Glasses

Inspired by the pleasures of fine 
whisky, The Rare Whisky Glasses 
concentrate the aroma, enhancing 
the flavor through its design. 
 
Each glass is individually  
hand-formed by master 
glassblowers from the finest  
quality Boroscilicate glass, a  
material which provides a high  
degree of thermal resistance for  
a range of hot and cold  
applications and is dishwasher safe. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic
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Dearborn Collection

Perfect for everyday or formal 
dining settings, Dearborn will 
enrich any occasion. It inverts 
tradition with intricate detail on 
the interior of the glass. Made 
without the use of molds and 
created with the finest quality 
fluted Boroscilicate glass, the 
Dearborn Collection is innovative 
in its use of materials. 

Each piece is handcrafted by 
master glassblowers of fluted  
Boroscilicate glass allowing for  
thermal resistance for a range of  
hot and cold applications. The  
collection is oven, microwave, 
and dishwasher safe. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic



Dearborn Collection

Pictcher
Highball
Tom Collins
Shot Glass
Medium and Large Bowls
Wine
Water
Flute
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Margot Collection

A modern take on cut glass, the 
Margot Collection inverts tradition 
with intricate detail on the interior 
of the glass. Perfect for everyday 
or formal dining settings, Margot 
will enrich any occasion. 

With an innovative use of materials, 
the collection is made with the finest 
quality fluted Boroscilicate glass and 
without the use of molds.   
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2013 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic
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Mixed Collection

With a special technique, the 
Mixed Collection combines two 
types of glass to create this 
modern collection. Retro yet 
contemporary it is perfect for 
everyday beverages, cocktails, 
or beer. The Mixed will enrich 
any occasion. 

Made without the use of molds 
and created with the finest 
quality Boroscilicate glass, the 
Mixed Collection is innovative 
in its use of materials. Each 
piece is handcrafted by master 
glassblowers. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic



Talise Carafe

Finding the beauty in a simple, 
everyday object is one of the 
joys of life. Be it left out on your 
counter or table the Talise can 
be used with the funnel for 
water or without for non-filtered 
beverages.

Made without the use of molds 
and created with the finest 
quality Boroscilicate glass, each 
piece is handcrafted by master 
glassblowers. The water filter is a 
standard product and supplied 
by client. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic 
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Fluted Talise Carafe

With a special technique that 
blends two types of glass, the 
Fluted Talise, like the Talise, can 
be used with the funnel for 
water or without for non-filtered 
beverages.

Made without the use of molds 
and created with the finest 
quality Boroscilicate glass, each 
piece is handcrafted by master 
glassblower. The water filter is a 
standard product and supplied 
by client.  
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic

17
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Tulip Collection

The Tulip Collection was 
inspired by the small bistro wine 
glasses found in European 
bars and cafes. The bowl of the 
glass sits down into the 
cylindrical stem, highlighting the 
intersection between the two. 
With three different bowl sizes, 
and five version, the Tulip 
Collection can be mixed and 
matched as one pleases. 

Each piece is handcrafted by 
master glassblowers of Boroscilicate 
glass allowing for thermal resistance 
for a range of hot and cold 
applications. The collection is oven, 
microwave, and dishwasher safe. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic



Tulip Collection
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Doppio

Conceived of as a center piece 
or serving board, Doppio is elegant 
when in use and when simply 
sitting on a table or counter.

Nero Marquina and Carrara marble

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Doppio

Conceived of as a center piece 
or serving board, Doppio is elegant 
when in use and when simply 
sitting on a table or counter.

Walnut and Maple

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic
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Trio Candelabra

The Trios, reminiscent of the 
dual function of the Revolution 
Collection, can serve as either a 
candelabra or bud vase. When 
used in multiples, endless playful 
arrangements can be created  
and imaginations inspired. 

Borosilicate glass: Set of two

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Czech Republic
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Milan Trivet

Inspired by the sidewalk grates 
in Milan, the Milan Trivet is 
as beautiful just on a table or 
surface as it is functional.

Powder coated aluminum

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Milan Trivet

Limited Edited of 50 pieces + 1AP 
 
Inspired by the sidewalk grates in 
Milan, the Milan Trivet is as beautiful 
just on a table or surface as it is 
functional. 
 
Solid brass with a sandblasted finish

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Lift and Lift, Too

Simple. Elegant. Minimalist. 
Like the rest of the Revolution 
Collection, Lift will redefine 
the landscape of your table 
setting. Use it for displaying 
fruit, serving cocktails or 
to create a centerpiece with 
candles ablaze. This sculptural 
tray, finished in brushed 
copper, brings a new dimension 
to your dining experience. 
 
Copper plated steel /  
Powder coated steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2012 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Candle Wall Sconce

Strikingly simple and minimal, 
the asymmetrical Candle Wall 
Sconce, made from mirror polish 
stainless steel, reflects the light 
doubling it’s effect. 
 
Mirror polished stainless steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Bana Bud Vases

Composed of a series of black 
hand painted steel tubes in 
various dimensions and cut on 
the bias, the series of four Bana 
vases can uniquely accommodate 
a single stem to full flower 
arrangements separately 
or at the same time. Dynamic 
and constantly changing in 
appearance when positioned 
in different ways, these vases 
can also stand alone as sculptural 
elements within an environment. 
The strong architectural forms 
which create an ever changing 
perspective and use. 
 
Hand painted steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2013 
Handcrafted in Chicago



Bana Double Vase

A vase within a vase, composed 
of a series of black hand painted 
steel tubes in various dimensions 
and cut on the bias, the Bana 
vases can uniquely accommodate 
a single stem to full flower 
arrangements separately 
or at the same time. Dynamic 
and constantly changing in 
appearance when positioned 
in different ways, these vases 
can also stand alone as sculptural 
elements within an environment. 
The strong architectural forms 
which create an ever changing 
perspective and use. 
 
Hand painted steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2013 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Bana Triple Vase

Three vases in one, composed 
of a series of black hand painted 
steel tubes in various dimensions 
and cut on the bias, the series of 
four Bana vases can uniquely 
accommodate a single stem to full 
flower arrangements separately 
or at the same time. Dynamic and 
constantly changing in appearance 
when positioned in different 
ways, these vases can also stand 
alone as sculptural elements 
within an environment. The 
strong architectural forms which 
create an ever changing 
perspective and use. 
 
Hand painted steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2013 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Maison

With strong architectural 
forms emphasizing the tension 
between positive and negative 
space, the Maison Collection 
is comprised of a serving tray, 
medium bowl, and tall bowl.  
Perfect as centerpieces or as 
home accessories each one is 
handcrafted of stainless steel 
and darkened giving the finish its 
depth of color. 
Hand darkened stainless steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2016 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Louie

Louie is a contemporary take on 
a weapon for self defense. Using 
the iconic image of a baseball 
bat and the materiality of a beer 
bottle, allow it to be seen as a 
sculpture masking the primary 
notion of it’s use as a weapon. 
 
Borosilicate glass

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2012 
Handcrafted in USA



Wilma

Luminous and unexpected, this 
beautiful glass object d’art 
and vase is playfully shaped like 
a bowling ball. Each of the three 
holes at its top can be used to 
display a different stem or flower, 
which is ideal for making the 
most out of a few flowers or simply 
sitting on a table or bookshelf. 
 
Borosilicate glass

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2012 
Handcrafted in USA
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Ishicoro Coffee Table

Named after the Japanese word 
for ‘river rock’ the Ishicoro Coffee 
Table is composed of two different 
organic shapes held together in 
contrast by square bars creating 
a delicate balance of structure, 
which is both formal and organic 
at the same time. The Ishicoro is 
ever dynamic depending on how 
it is viewed and works well in both 
residential as well as commercial 
settings. 
 
Powder coated steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Ishicoro 2 Coffee Table

Named after the Japanese word 
for ‘river rock’ the Ishicoro 2 Coffee 
Table is composed of an organic 
shape held together in contrast 
by square bars creating a delicate 
balance of structure, which is both 
formal and organic at the same 
time. The Ishicoro is ever dynamic 
depending on how it is viewed 
and works well in both residential 
as well as commercial settings. 
 
Powder coated steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2016 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Ahn Coffee Table

A study in positive and 
negative space, Ahn is ever 
changing depending on how 
it is positioned and viewed in 
a room. With its two different 
asymmetrical and organic 
surfaces, Ahn is a sculpture in its 
own right, playing with balance 
and tension while serving as a 
coffee table.

Powder coated steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Ahn Credenza

Similar to the Ahn Coffee 
Table, this credenza is a study 
in positive and negative 
space. Ahn Credenza is ever 
changing depending on how 
it is positioned and viewed in 
a room. With its five different 
asymmetrical and organic 
surfaces, Ahn is a sculpture in its 
own right, playing with balance 
and tension while serving as a 
credenza.

Powder coated steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2016 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Ahn Etagere

Similar to the Ahn Coffee Table, 
this etagere is a study in positive 
and negative space. With its 
five different asymmetrical 
and organic surfaces, Ahn is 
a sculpture in its own right, 
playing with balance and tension 
between the shelves while 
serving as an etagere.

Powder coated steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2016 
Handcrafted in Chicago



Corner Shelves

These minimalist shelves, 
whether installed individually 
or in a series, occupy a space in 
a room often overlooked. They 
are striking simple and can be 
used for any number of objects 
or books, or even left empty. Sold 
individually.

Powder coated steel 
Copper plated

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014-2016 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Albert
Corner Shelves
Fold Bench
Trio Candelabra
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Fold Bench

The Fold Bench began as an 
experiment in creating a 3d object 
from a 2 dimensional plane of 
paper. This dynamic structure, 
when seen from a certain angle, 
the structure all but disappears 
and appears to be two sheets of 
paper, delicately balancing 
together yet when seen from other 
angles, the structure is striking in 
it’s boldness and simplicity of form. 
Perfect for a foyer or the end of a 
bed, the Fold Bench is easily 
adaptable to any space. 
 
Eco-veneer wood

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2015 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Albert

Essentials like jackets, scarves, 
and hats can be hung on 
the branches of the tree and 
the large base allows for a 
sleek space for items like shoes 
or bags. The piece’s utility 
does not betray its stylish 
properties. When not in use, 
the Albert enriches the 
environment around it and 
transforms itself into a 
sculptural island.

Powder coated steel

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Bird Cage Pendant Lamp 
 
Inspired by the classic bird cage 
structure, these statement LED 
lights, whether hung alone or in 
a cluster, make for a playfully 
modern home accessory. The LED 
light bulb is concealed within 
the central cylinder, allowing for 
more refined composition. 
Available in three shapes and 
sold individually, these pendant 
lights bring uniqueness and 
character into any space. 
 
Powder coated steel with LED  

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago



Magazine Table
Bird Cage Pendant 
Bana Triple Vase
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Magazine Table

The Magazine Table is an 
innovative and modern take on 
the tradition use of an accent 
table creating a new typology 
that is functional and unique. The 
top half serves as a standard side 
table, while the dish beneath, 
concave in shape, gives the table 
its name and purpose of holding 
magazines, books, toys, or just 
about anything else you can 
think of providing the utmost 
convenience.

Powder coated aluminium

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago



Magazine Table 
Bana Triple Vase
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Jaeho Tables  
Bird Cage Pendant Lamps
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Jaeho

The Jaeho Tables, reminiscent 
of Felicia Ferrone’s Revolution 
Collection of glassware, can be 
used either end up, creating 
an ever changing landscape. 
The indoor / outdoor tables are 
remarkably versatile, either used 
alone or with the accessories, a 
detachable marble or wood top 
which fits onto the table.

Powder coated steel. Available 
in Matte Black, Grey Blue, 
Telegraph Grey with your choice 
of tops in Nero Marquina, 
Carrara or Oak. 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Zigzag Bookcase

Conceived as a bookcase to 
breakup the plane of the wall, this 
modular system, is versatile as a 
room divider as well as a backdrop 
in any space, be it a residence or 
office space. This system begins 
with a minimum of 2 modules 
and can have an infinite length 
by adding modules. The Zig 
Zag’s strong graphic quality, with 
it’s clean, linear, black lines and 
mirrored black glass shelves, and 
dynamic staggered structure, is 
ever changing depending on how 
it is viewed and positioned in 
space.

Powder coated stee / black mirror 
glass: Minimum 2 modules

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Zigzag Bookcase
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Zigzag Bookcase
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Zigzag Bookcase



Frame Mirror

As perfectly suited for an entryway 
or bedroom as a bathroom, the 
Frame Mirror reduces the object to 
its most minimal form. The 
detachable wood tray can be 
positioned anywhere along 
the bottom frame.  
 
Powder coated steel and mirror  
with wood tray accessory 

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2014 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Tuck

Limited Edition of 16 + 2AP

Borrowing from origami, Tuck utilizes the action of 
folding, and expresses its linear qualities through 
the multicolored veneer which seems otherworldly. 
Stunningly simple and elegant this bench, equally 
suited for a living room of a home or lobby of an 
office.  
 
Eco-wood veneer of dyed poplar 

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2010 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Lume LED Chandelier

Limited Edition of 5 + 2AP

Inspired by Calder’s mobiles as 
a child this kinetic chandelier 
captures the magic of starry nights. 
The canopy provides a separate, 
dimmable ring of lights that wash 
the ceiling with light. 

Powder-coated aluminum and LED lights 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2010 
Handcrafted in Chicago 
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Pika Pika

Limited Edition of 20 + 2AP

Named for the Japanese word meaning ‘shiny’, this 
little jewel for the wall is designed to be  
used as an individual element or as an installation 
of several of the mirrors, is both functional as 
a mirror yet sculptural in form reflecting and 
distorting the light of all that it reflects.  
 
Polished stainless steel, mirror / magnification 
mirror  
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2010 
Handcrafted in Chicago



Unir

Limited Edition 3 + 2AP 
 
Playing with tension and notions 
of Japanese joinery, the Unir 
Table shifts one’s perspective 
when in use due to the 
asymmetrical quality of the table. 
 
Powder coated steel and glass 

Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2010 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Shift

Limited Edition 16 + 2AP 
 
Inspired by the materiality of the 
Pantheon in Rome, the occasional
table provides playful interaction 
with the user, raising questions 
of what defines a table. The 
central void does not allow for the 
accumulation of objects and instead 
gives the table the freedom to be 
itself. 

Carrara marble, rojo alicante marble, 
verde fantastico granite 
 
Design: Felicia Ferrone, 2010 
Handcrafted in Chicago
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Lift
Lift
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Bana Vases
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Magazine Tables
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Champagne Flute   
RVCH02 

set of two $79.00 

220 mL / 100 mL (7.5 fl oz / 3.5 fl oz) 

h. 20 cm (7 3/4 in)

Liqueur and Espresso   
RVLQ02 

set of two $67.00 

60 mL / 30 mL (2 fl oz / 1 fl oz)         

h. 10 cm (3 3/4 in)

               

Water and Wine Glass  RVWW02  
set of two $84.00 

300 mL / 190 mL(10 fl oz / 6.5 fl oz)  

h. 17 cm (6 3/4in)                       

     

Carafe   
RVCA01 

set of two $98.00 

1050 mL (36 fl oz)  

h. 26 cm (10 1/4 in) 

               

Dessert Goblet   
MCDES02 

set of two $110.00 

250 mL (8.5 fl oz)   

h. 16.5 cm (6 1/2 in) ø8cm

Water Goblet   
MCWTR02  
set of two $120.00 
430 mL (14.5 fl oz)  

h. 16.5 cm (6 1/2in) ø10cm 

                  

Red Wine Goblet   
MCRED02 

set of two $120.00 

600 mL (20 fl oz)  

h. 17.5 cm (6 3/4 in) ø10cm

White Wine Goblet   
MCWHT02 

set of two $110.00 
350 mL (12 fl oz)  

h. 17.5 cm (6 3/4 in) ø8cm

TABLETOP
Revolution Collection

Margot Collection

Tulip Low Small   
TULLS02 

set of two $65.00 

240 mL (8 fl oz)  

h. 9 cm (3 1/2 in) ø8cm

Tulip Low Medium   
TULLM02 

set of two $65.00 

350 mL (12 fl oz)  

h. 10 cm (4in) ø9cm

Tulip Tall Small   
TULTS02 

set of two $70.00 

240 mL (8 fl oz)  

h. 13.5 cm (5 1/4in) ø8cm

Tulip Collection

Tulip Tall Medium   
TULTM02  
set of two $70.00 
350 mL (12 fl oz)  

h. 14.5 cm (5 3/4in) ø9cm

Cocktail Mixer Set   
RVSH01 

$200.00   
720 mL  (24 fl oz)   

h.22 cm (8 3/4in) 

           

Large Bowl   
RVLB01 

$94.00 

860 mL / 440 mL (28 fl oz / 15 fl oz)  

ø15 cm (5 3/4 in) 

             

Small Bowl   
RVSB01 

$82.00  
350 mL / 200 mL (12 fl oz / 7 fl oz)           

ø12 cm (4 3/4in) 

              

Rocks and Martini Glass  RVRM02 

set of two $79.00 

240 mL / 120 mL (8 fl oz / 4 fl oz)         h.10cm 

(3 3/4in) 

               

Champagne Coupe   
MCCHM02 

set of two $130.00 

250 mL (8.5 fl oz)  

h. 14 cm (5 1/2 in) ø10cm

Tulip Tall Large   
TULTL02 

set of two $70.00 

475 mL (16 fl oz)  

h. 15.5 cm (6 1/2in) ø10cm

Rare Collection

Rare Presenter Set and  
Four Rare Glasses 

$460.00 

250ml (9 fl oz) 

Presenter 8in x 8in x 8in                                           

Glasses h. 9 cm (3 1/4in)  

 

Rare Collection Whisky 
Glasses

set of two $100.00 

250ml (9 fl oz) 

h. 9 cm (3 1/4in) 
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Wine Glass   
DBWN02 

set of two $70.00 

207 mL (7 fl oz)  

h. 6.5 cm (2 1/2in) ø8cm

Water Glass   
DBWT02 

set of two $70.00 
295 mL (10 fl oz)  

h. 10 cm (4in) ø7cm

Champagne Flute   
DBCH02 

set of two $65.00 

210 mL (7 fl oz)  

h. 13.5 cm (5 1/4in) ø5cm

Dearborn Collection

Mixed Collection

Espresso / Shot Glass   
DBSH02 

set of two $45.00 

60 mL (2 fl oz)  

h. 6.5 cm (2 1/2in) ø4cm

Flute Glass   
MXFL02 

set of two $90.00 

385 mL (13 fl oz)  

h. 13 cm (5in) ø7.5cm

Small Glass   
MXSM02 

set of two $90.00 

295 mL (10 fl oz)  

h. 9.5 cm (3 3/4in) ø8cm

Talise    
TASM01 

$140.00 

250 mL (84 fl oz) 

150 mL (50 fl oz) when using the funnel 

h. 26.5 cm (10 1/2in) ø14.5cm

With glass funnel and o-ring;  
Brita ® Replacement Filter by client

Fluted Talise   
TAFL01 

$160.00 

250 mL (84 fl oz) 

150 mL (50 fl oz) when using the funnel 

h. 26.5 cm (10 1/2 in) ø14.5cm

With glass funnel and o-ring;  
Brita ® Replacement Filter by client

Carafe   
DBPT01 

$150.00 

765 mL (26 fl oz)  

h. 13.5 cm (5.125in) ø5cm

Highball Glass   
DBHB02 

set of two $85.00 

600 mL (20 fl oz)  

h. 15 cm (6in) ø10cm

Collins Glass   
DBCL02 

set of two $80.00 

385 mL (13fl oz)  

h. 17 cm (6 3/4in) ø6cm

Medium Bowl   
DBMB01 

$60.00 

210 mL (7 fl oz)  

h. 4.5 cm (1 3/4in) ø10cm

Large Bowl            
DBLB01 

$70.00 

385mL (13 fl oz)  

h. 6.5cm (2 1/2in) ø10cm

Medium Glass   
MXMD02 

set of two $90.00 

410 mL (14 fl oz)  

h. 10.5 cm (4in) ø8.5cm

Large Glass   
MXLG02 

set of two $100.00 

705 mL (24fl oz)  

h. 17 cm (6 3/4in) ø8.5cm
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Doppio   
DOPPIO1 

$900.00 

h. 4 cm (1 1/2 in) ø30 cm (12 in) 

Nero Marquina and Carrara marble

Approx. weight 30 lbs

Trio Candelabras   
TRIO 

set of two $220.00 

h. 15 cm (6 in) x 13 cm (5 in) x 13 cm (5 in) 

Boroscilicate Glass

Doppio   
DOPPIO2 

$220.00 

h. 4 cm (1 1/2 in) ø30 cm (12 in) 

Walnut and Maple

 
 

Doppio   
DOPPIO3 

$160.00  
h. 4 cm (1 1/2in) x 18 cm (7 in) x  

43 cm (17 in) 

Walnut and Maple

 
 

Doppio

Wilma   
WILMA 

$390.00 

ø20 cm (8 in) 

Borosilicate glass

             

Louie   
LOUIE 

$1200.00 

ø3 cm (1 in) x 89 cm (35 in) 

Borosilicate glass

              

Milan Trivet  
TRVTBL 

$90.00 

h. 19 cm (7 1/2 in) x 19 cm (7 1/2  in) 

Powder Coated Aluminum

Milan Trivet, Limited Edition  
TRVTBS 

$400.00 

h. 19 cm (7 1/2 in) x 19 cm (7 1/2 in) 

Solid Brass - signed and numbered            
Approx. weight 5 lbs 

Asymmetrical Bud Vases  
BANA01 

$238.00  
h. 7.5 cm (3 in) x ø10 cm (4 in) overall 

Hand painted steel 
 
Sold in a pair as illustrated and            
includes 4 plastic flower vials             

Lift   
LIFT 

LIFTBLK 

$390.00 

h. 18 cm (7 in) x ø30 cm (12 in) 

Copper plated steel / Powder coated steel              

Lift, Too   
LIFT2 

LIFT2BLK 

$260.00 

h. 10 cm (4 in) x ø20 cm (8 in) 

Copper plated steel / Powder coated steel              

ACCESSORIES

Black 
 

Copper 
 

Black 
 

Copper 
 

Candle Wall Sconce 

$420.00 

CWSCZ 

h. 37 cm (14 1/2 in) x 19 cm (7 1/2 in) 

Mirror polished stainless steel

Maison - Medium Bowl 
MMEDB 

$480.00 

h. 10 cm (4  in) x ø31 cm (12 in) 

Hand Darkened Stainless Steel

Maison - Tall Bowl 
MTALLB 

$480.00 

h. 17 cm (6.5  in) x ø23 cm (9 in) 

Hand Darkened Stainless Steel

Maison - Tray 
MTRAY  

$460.00 

h. 4 cm (1.5  in) x ø38 cm (15 in) 

Hand Darkened Stainless Steel

Double Flower Vase with         
Interior Single Stem Vase BANA02 

$238.00 

h.20 cm (8 in) x ø10 cm (4 in) overall 

Hand painted steel

              

Triple Flower Vase   
BANA03  
$346.00 
h.20 cm (8 3/4 in) x ø20 cm (8 in) overall  

Hand painted steel
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Ahn Table 
$4300.00 

h. 35.5 cm (14 in) x 114 cm (45 in) x 76 cm 

(30 in) 
Powder coated steel               

Ahn Credenza 
$5010.00 

h. 107 cm (42 in) x 122 cm (48 in) x d. 44 cm 

(17in) 
Powder coated steel               

Ahn Etagere 
$5250.00 

h. 193 cm (76 in) x 82 cm (32 in) x d. 38 cm 

(15 in) 
Powder coated steel               

Ishicoro Table 
$4300.00 

h. 36 cm (14 in) x w. 112 cm (44 in) x d. 

74 cm (29 in) 
Powder coated steel               

Ishicoro Table 2 
$3700.00 

h. 36 cm (14 in) x w. 112 cm (44 in) x d. 

74 cm (29 in) 
Powder coated steel               

LIVING

Black 
 

Black 
 

Black 
 

Magazine Table 
$1875.00   
h. 49 cm (19 1/4 in) x ø76 cm (30 in) 
Powder coated aluminium              

Black 
 

MAGBL

Plum 
 

MAGPL
Signal Yellow 

 
MAGYL

 Telegraph 
 

MAGTG
Grey Blue 

 
MAGGB

Shape A  
$825.00 

h. 36 cm (14 1/4 in) x ø38 cm (15 in)  
Powder coated steel 
LED - UL Listed               

Shape B 
$825.00 

h. 36 cm (14 1/4 in) x ø38 cm (15 in) 
Powder coated steel 
LED - UL Listed            

Black 
BCABL 

 

Black 
BCBBL

Pastel 
Turquoise 

 BCAPT 

Pastel 
Turquoise 

 
BCBPT 

 Telegraph 
BCATG 

 Telegraph 
 BCBTG

Shape C 
$825.00 

h. 36 cm (14 1/4 in) x ø38 cm (15 in)  
Powder coated steel 
LED - UL Listed

Black 
BCCBL 

 

Pastel 
Turquoise 

 
BCCPT 

 

 Telegraph 
 

BCCTG 
 

Corner Shelves  
CORNER  
Black $825.00 

Copper $875.00 

h. 23 cm (9 in) x w. 91cm (36 in)   

d. 25 cm (10 in) 
Powder coated steel

             
Black 

 
Copper 

 

48” Horizontal   
FRAME48 

$3200.00

h. 76 cm (30 in)  w. 122 cm (48 in)  

d. 13 cm (5 in)  
Powder coated steel and mirror          with 
wood tray accessory

            

36” Horizontal   
FRAME36 

$2900.00

h. 76 cm (30 in)  w. 91 cm (36 in)         

d. 13 cm (5 in)  
Powder coated steel and mirror          with 
wood tray accessory

                  

Vertical   
FRAMEVR 

$3200.00

h. 122 cm (48 in)  w. 46 cm (18 in)        

d. 13 cm (5 in)  
Powder coated steel and mirror only 

                

Black 
 

Black 
 

Fold Bench 
$6,750

w. 132 cm (52 in)  d. 35.5 cm (14 in)  

h. 46 cm (18 in)  

Manufactured and dyed poplar veneer 

Albert 
$1650.00   
h. 178 cm (70 in) x ø63.5 cm (25 in) x 

ø76 cm (30 in) 
Powder coated steel 

Black 
 ALBTBB

White 
 ALWTWB

Black Top 
White Base 

 
ALBTWB

White Top 
Black Base 

 
ALWTBB

ZigZag Bookshelves   
2 MODULES 

$5000.00 

h.183.5 cm (72 1/4 in) x157 cm (61 3/4 in)  
Powder coated steel with black mirrored 
glass shelves

ZigZag Bookshelves   
3 MODULES 

$7500.00 

h. 183.5 cm (72 1/4 in) x235.5 cm (92 3/4 in)  
Powder coated steel with black mirrored 
glass shelves      

ZigZag Bookshelves   
4 MODULES 

$10000.00 

h. 183.5 cm (72 1/4 in) x 314 cm (123 3/4 in)  
Powder coated steel with black mirrored 
glass shelves

Black 
 

Black 
 

Black 
 

Jaeho Table 

With choice of marble or wood 
tops 
$780.00 

h. 46 cm (18 in) x ø 39 cm (15 1/4 in)

Black Grey Blue  Telegraph

Base

Marquina Oak Carrara

Top

JHBLNM
JHBLOK
JHBLCA

JHGBNM
JHGBOK
JHGBCA

JHTGNM
JHTGOK
JHTGCA
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Pika Pika  
Edition of 20 + 2AP 

$1200.00 

5 1/2 in × h. 9 in 

Polished Steel and Mirror: magnification 

and standard

Unir    
Edition of 5 + 2 AP 

$15000.00 

126 in × 36 in × h. 29 in 

Powder Coated Steel and Glass

LIMITED EDITION COLLECTION

Lume    
Edition of 5 + 2 AP 

$15000.00 

73.5 in × 73.5 in × h. 47 in 

Powder Coated Aluminium and LED

Shift  
Edition of 16 + 2AP 

$6000.00 

23 1/2 in × h. 20 in 

Carrara marble, rojo alicante marble,  

and verde fantastico granite

Tuck    
Edition of 16 + 2 AP 

$8000.00 

l. 82 1/2 in × w. 19 1/2 in × h.18 in 
Eco-wood veneer of dyed poplar 
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